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Legal Notice
The opinions and analysis presented today by Americas Market Intelligence (AMI)
represent only the views of the AMI speaker
and not of the panelists who are participating in today’s webinar or their respective companies.
Whenever possible, AMI has verified the accuracy of the information provided by third parties, but does not under any
circumstances accept responsibility for such inaccuracies should they remain unverified.
It is expected that webinar attendees will use the information provided in this webinar in conjunction
with other information and with sound management practices. AMI therefore will not assume responsibility
For commercial loss due to business decisions made based on the use or non-use of the information provided
In today’s webinar.
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Today’s presenters

Lindsay Lehr
Payments Practice Director
@ AMI

Monica Mariño
LatAm Payments
@ Rappi

Marina Gil
Brazil Payments Affiliate
@ AMI

And moderated by Abel Delgado
AMI Digital Marketing Director
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Our COVID-19 offering, tailored to this moment, to your needs
Get grounded insight amidst the chaos

Complimentary offerings

Paid engagements

Coronavirus webinars
• Trade & Logistics
• Healthcare

Strategic Phone Consultation
For non-clients

2019-2023 LatAm E-commerce report
Forecast considering impact of COVID-19

Strategic Phone Consultations
For existing or previous clients

AMI-organized Webinars for clients,
partners or employees
Tailored monitoring of your industry trends

Weekly Coffee Chats
Sector-specific conference calls to stay
informed

AMI-moderated strategic planning session

Scan for more info on all our

COVID-19

services:
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Top shifts observed so far
The most prepared companies are making concrete plans to accommodate their customers at this time

Facilitating
e-commerce for
consumers

Digitization through
government
subsidies

Facilitating
e-commerce for merchants

Digital onboarding
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Poll question #1: What has your company done already in response
to COVID-19?
Changed the way/frequency we communicate with customers

45%

Designed a new marketing strategy

43%

Reformulated your strategic plan

40%

Launched a new product or service

36%

Created a new partnership

28%

Changed your pricing

24%

Launched a new sales channel

21%

Began accepting/enabling a new payment method

13%

Changed your business model

Launched new loyalty features

12%
6%
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E-commerce results one month in
A major disruption in April will trend toward normalcy by the end of 2020, with some exceptions

YoY e-commerce growth
2019-2020, Latin America

April

Other bright spots
Toys

December

Exercise equipment
ESSENTIAL GOODS

117%

36%

Pharmacy

Supermarket

Basic household items
DIGITAL GOODS

41%

26%

Streaming

Education

Gaming

OVERALL RETAIL

-28%

5%

NON-ESSENTIAL GOODS

-51%

0%

Clothing

Online bill pay
Office equipment

Delivery

Furniture/home

Other casualties

Appliances
TRAVEL
Source: Interviews and AMI analysis

-91%

-31%

Air travel
Tour packages

Hotel

Ride-hailing
X-border
Cash payments

Unlocking e-commerce for consumers
Now may be the ideal time to coax consumers to overcome historical barriers to e-commerce

Top issues

41% of the labor force

The unbanked
represent…..

38% of top richest 60%

Digitizing an un-digitizable demographic

205 mn
unbanked

20% of e-comm
paid for in cash

How to
provide access and
value?

Free shipping
Free internet

245 mn
don’t shop online
Increased fraud

Call center
Contactless delivery
Partner with delivery companies
Promote partnerships with wallets and banks
Sources: World Bank, Milenio, AMI analysis
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Unlocking e-commerce for merchants
Rapid merchant onboarding and simple solutions is needed to offer the capabilities merchants need

Top issues

Solutions

40 mn
merchants who don’t
accept online payment
Lack of know-how

Too expensive

Increased fraud

How to
deliver capabilities?

•

“Pay link” for easy online sales

•

Plug-and-play online store solutions

•

Funds advance

•

Help with fraud

“We have so many newly digitized consumers and
merchants coming onboard who are new to ecommerce…but the fraudsters are experts”
--Regional e-commerce gateway
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Potential impact of investment now
Investment now may be costly but will pay off IF companies focus on retention

Av. annual per capita
e-comm spend:

USD 686

Potential incremental e-commerce spend

$168 bn
+154%

$84 bn
+77%

$42 bn
+39%

25% conversion

50% conversion

100% conversion

% of non-online shoppers who convert to e-commerce in 2020
Sources: AMI analysis
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Brazil’s “coronavoucher”
A tool to bank 45 million Brazilians?

What is the “Coronavoucher”?
•

3 payments of BRL 600 (USD 100) paid to informal workers

•

Deposited into bank account of choice or an account at Caixa
Economica Federal

•

Caixa account accessed via mobile app

•

Cash withdrawals only available following a specific schedule

•

Enables transfers, QR code payments and virtual debit card (Elo)

•

46 mn applicants (as of April 29th)

Source: veja.abril.com,br, zdnet.com, g1globo.com
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PicPay and Sao Paulo’s merenda em casa
Expanding financial app usage among low income families

Merenda em casa
•

Subsidy of BRL 55 for 2 months for
732k low-income public-school
students in Sao Paulo

•

130k accounts were in first 5 hours

•

Expect to open 500k accounts total

•

Similar program launched in Minas
Gerais
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Some markets are more prepared than others
Leveraging this moment to mandate “forced digitization.” Will it last?
No assistance/paid in cash
Paid into existing bank accounts

Colombia
Ingreso Solidario subsidy to be received in accounts at
Bancolombia, Banco AV Villas, Davivienda and digital
wallet Movii. Unbanked must open an account

Mexico

Incentive to open new account

No assistance to citizens announced yet

Brazil
Coronavoucher, available via digital account and app offered
by Caixa
State of Sao Paulo: Merenda em Casa, a food subsidy enabled
by PicPay

Peru
2 rounds of S/380 paid to low income families
Disbursed by major banks and Tunki digital wallet
(Interbank)

Uruguay
Launched an TuApp, an app to distribute a food subsidy of 1,200 pesos
o Partnership between state-owned bank BROU and state-owned
telecom, Antel
Unemployment subsidy paid into bank accounts

Chile
50,000 pesos per dependent paid to needy families
Deposited into RUT account at BancoEstado bank

Argentina
10,000 pesos paid to low income families
Additional options for unbanked (t0 be announced)
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Ease of digital onboarding may make the difference
Requiring any physical steps is a greater barrier than ever before

• Electronic
signature

• Digital
onboarding via
biometrics

Digital
onboarding
capabilities

TOC had 100%+ growth in new accounts in
March compared to February
Virtual card deployment

l document upload

Immediate account
approval
Biometrics for ID
verification
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In a Q4 2019 AMI study, of 35 leading banks,
the following offered instant online bank
account onboarding and approval:
33%
of traditional
banks

91%
of neobanks
17
Sources: AMI analysis, interviews

Top lessons
Now is possibly the best moment in recent history to expand digitization, but it depends on smart, and pointed
and rapid action

Access and
value
Merchants

Capabilities

Education

Awareness

Payment service
providers

Governments
& banks

Banks & fintechs
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Poll question #2: What is your greatest challenge to implementing
the changes needed to cope with COVID-19?
60%

50%
50%

40%

30%

20%

15%

15%
10%

10%

5%

5%

Lack of knowhow

Lack of
consensus
internally

0%

Environment is Lack of budget
Non-agile
Lack of reliable
still too uncertain
working structure information to
make decisions
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PANEL DISCUSSION

With Monica Mariño
of Rappi

Top shifts observed so far

Facilitating
e-commerce for
consumers

Digitization through
government
subsidies

Facilitating
e-commerce for merchants

Digital onboarding
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Q&A
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Our COVID-19 offering, tailored to this moment, to your needs
Get grounded insight amidst the chaos

Complimentary offerings

Paid engagements

Coronavirus webinars

Strategic Phone Consultation
For non-clients

2019-2023 LatAm E-commerce report
Forecast considering impact of COVID-19

Strategic Phone Consultations
For existing or previous clients

AMI-organized Webinars for clients,
partners or employees
Tailored monitoring of your industry trends

Weekly Coffee Chats
Sector-specific conference calls to stay
informed

AMI-moderated strategic planning session

Scan for more info on all our

COVID-19

services:
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Register for next week’s Coffee Chat

Lindsay Lehr
Payments Practice Director

Continue the
conversation
Monday, May 4, 11am ET

llehr@americasmi.com

Register here:
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Thank you!

Lindsay Lehr
Payments Practice Director
@ AMI

llehr@americasmi.com

Monica Mariño
LatAm Payments
@ Rappi

Monica.marino@rappi.com

Marina Gil
Brazil Payments Affiliate

mgil@americasmi.com

And moderated by Abel Delgado
AMI Digital Marketing Director
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